VMware Cloud on Dell is an infrastructure-as-a-service solution that is fully managed by VMware. Multi cloud solution built on Dell VxRail hyperconverged infrastructure is delivered on-premises with subscription-based payment model allowing customers to start small and scale with the business growth. VMware Cloud on Dell combines the simplicity and agility of the public cloud with the security and control of privately hosted infrastructure.

Key pain-points:

- Risk of performance impact in moving to public cloud
- Unpredictable resource utilization impacting budget planning
- Lack of consistent operational framework across clouds
- Low-value routine IT infrastructure upkeep
- Growing cyber security and compliance risk

Top five reasons:

1. Streamlined day 0-2 operations
   Never worry again about maintaining technology infrastructure as VMware and Dell experts fully manage IT

2. Superfast workload deployment
   SLA-backed cloud infrastructure delivery to keep pace with innovation

3. Supercharge your applications
   Low latency and high throughput for all enterprise applications

4. Seamless mobility across clouds
   Deploy on-premises or public cloud and migrate to any cloud to meet business needs

5. Smart as-a-service consumption
   Predictable resource consumption without tying expensive capital investments

Local cloud, global scale
Accelerate innovation and simplify cloud operations with VMware Cloud on Dell.
To learn more, please visit VMware.com